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In this thesis, I have looked into the current practice of information handling within a 
ship management. The work is done in cooperation with Höegh Fleet Service, and all 
the described processes and the organizational structure is based on them. The main 
purpose was to investigate the current transferring process of vessel information 
between the newbuilding phase and the operation phase. After this, I have evaluated the 
quality and efficiency of this process, and proposed concrete strategies for 
improvements with focus on the areas where weaknesses have been identified. In 
addition, I have also proposed some new solutions for information handling after the 
transfer process.  
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Background 
In ship management, information is the key to any decision taken or any improvement done. Thus, it 
is vital to have efficient access to all information regarding the vessels. 
A vessel is a highly complex system to manage, and with many different suppliers, hundreds of 
different types of equipment, and several thousand different parts, information control of a vessel is 
challenging. 
Today, Höegh Fleet Service has a relative good control over the vessel information handling within 
the operation side. However, in the process of implementing a newbuilding into operation, there is 
much room for improvement. The amount of information received together with a new vessel is 
extensive, and it is therefore a challenge to handle and store this information in an efficient way.  
Objective: 
The overall objective in this master thesis will be to evaluate the quality and efficiency of the 
information transfer process from newbuilding to operation, and based on this, propose concrete 
strategies for improvement. 
Scope and main activities 
The Candidate should presumably cover the following main points: 
1) Describe a process model for the information flow between the different participants involved in 
the operation phase of a vessel. Identify the different needs and the input/output.  
a) What of this information can be, or is originated from the newbuilding phase? 
b) What information is generated during operation? 
2) Evaluate the current quality and efficiency in the transfer of information, and how this meets the 
requirements identified in 1). (GAP) 
3) Propose a set of concrete strategies to close the gaps identified in 2), with special emphasis on:  
a) Efficiency: Increased efficiency in the transfer process of information. 
b) Quality: What type of information is needed and how detailed should it be. 
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for Leif Höegh & Co fleet. The candidate will mostly do his work at HFS’s office in Oslo. The main 
contact person and advisor at HFS will be Torkel Ugland. 
Information provided by HFS that is considered sensitive may be provided as a separate appendix 
that will be kept confidential. 
The work shall follow the guidelines given by NTNU for the MSc Project work  
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Preface 
This report is the master thesis in the final semester of my Master of Technology education 
at the Department of Marine Technology, Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
(NTNU). This project corresponds to a workload of 30 credits, or 100% of the total assigned 
workload of the semester. The project is made in cooperation with Höegh Fleet Service and 
follows their requests to improve the handling of vessel information within the company. 
This is with the main focus on the transfer process between the newbuilding phase and the 
operation phase. HFS has here found that there is much room for improvement.  
 
The first part of this thesis was to investigate the flow of information between the different 
participants involved in the technical operation of a vessel. Since I had no previous 
experience from a ship management, it was a bit difficult for me in the beginning, but also 
very beneficial, to get the needed overview and understanding of how the different 
members at HFS works together. I also used a lot of time to be familiar with some of the 
software used such as AMOS and Oracle. This has proved later to be both useful and 
necessary in my work of understanding the different tasks undertaken by Höegh Fleet 
Service. 
 
The solutions and strategies I have proposed to improve the information handling are based 
on knowledge and experience shared with me by members of HFS. I have tried to meet their 
requirements as good as possible and also to make the new solutions easy to implement and 
use. 
During this project, HFS has provided me with everything that I have needed, and also given 
answers to all of my questions. I have personally gained a lot of new knowledge of the work 
and organization of a Ship Management.  I would like to thank Professor Stein Ove Erikstad, 
Torkel Ugland and Lars Pedersen for giving me the opportunity to write this thesis in 
collaboration with Höegh Fleet Service.  Also, I want to thank Geir Dyngvold, Kristian 
Veening, Jan Rune Mørken, Viktor Kibsgaard and Hans Anton Tvedte for good answers and 
inputs to this thesis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anders Richard Landbø 
Marinteknisk senter, June 15, 2010 
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Abstract 
In this thesis, I have looked into the current practice of information handling within a ship 
management. The work is done in cooperation with Höegh Fleet Service, and all the described 
processes and the organizational structure is based on them. The main purpose was to investigate 
the current transferring process of vessel information between the newbuilding phase and the 
operation phase. After this, I have evaluated the quality and efficiency, and also proposed concrete 
strategies for improvements in this process. 
 
I have assessed two of the more common processes that regularly are performed by the technical 
ship management. These are: “Procurement of equipment and goods to the vessels”, and “the 
drydocking process”. The reason for this was to investigate the flow of information between the 
participants involved, and to identify the origin of the information exchanged and used in these two 
processes. 
  
Then, I have looked at the used information which in these processes is originated from the 
newbuilding phase to see how this currently was transferred and implemented into the operation 
phase. In two areas, I have identified potential room for improvements. The first was in the transfer 
and handling of warranty agreements, and the second was in the implementation of digital manuals 
and drawings. In addition to this, I also learned that there was a desire to improve the transfer of 
history and experience from a vessel between the different participants involved throughout its 
entire lifetime. 
In the third part, I have stated the best possible result after the process of transfer and 
implementation of information from newbuilding to operation. This was with regards to the areas 
where I previously had identified potential room for improvement. In addition, I have also looked 
into how history and experience should be saved and exchanged between the different participants 
involved during the vessels lifetime.  
In the final part, I have proposed concrete solutions and strategies that in the best manner meet the 
“best result” statement. These solutions emphasizes not to make too many changes to the already 
existing systems, and to be easy to implement and use.  
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1. Introduction 
A vessel is a highly complex system to manage, and with many different suppliers, hundreds of 
different types of equipment, and several thousand different parts, information control of a vessel is 
challenging. For a ship management, information is the key to any decision taken or improvement 
done. Thus, it is vital to have efficient access to all information regarding the vessels. 
In this thesis, I will look into the information handling within a ship management, and it will be based 
on Höegh Fleet Service as a ship manager. 1.2 Höegh Fleet Service 
Höegh Fleet Service (HFS) is the ship manager for Höegh Autoliners fleet, consisting of 27 Ro/Ro 
vessels.[1] They are responsible for the technical operation of this fleet which will include crewing, 
technical maintenance and running cost control. HFS is also responsible for every newbuilding 
project at Höegh Autoliners and there is a separate department for handling these matters. 
HFS has stated that they have a relative good information control within the operation side of their 
vessel. However, one of the problems they have encountered is in the transfer of new vessels, from 
newbuilding to operation. Information regarding the new vessels will need to be implemented into 
the ship managers systems, and they have found some weaknesses in this process, which they are 
looking for to improve. 
 
The overall objective in this master thesis is to evaluate the quality and efficiency of the current 
information transfer process from newbuilding to operation. Then based on this, propose concrete 
strategies for improvement. The focus will be on both how the information is transferred, and also 
how it is implemented into the used systems. In addition to this, I will investigate if there are any 
additional types of information that currently not are being transferred from newbuilding, but are 
desired to be so by the operation department.  
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2. Information Handling in Ship Management 
In ship management, information is the key to any decision taken or any improvements done. Thus, it 
is vital to have efficient access to all information regarding the vessels. The Ship Management main 
responsibility is the technical condition and manning of the vessels. Technical management includes 
everything from providing supplies for the vessels, to support in the daily maintenance and to plan 
upcoming maintenance work, as for example drydocking. To further investigate this, I will look into 
the current practice at Höegh Fleet Service for some of the different processes and task undertaken 
during operation.  
 2.1HFS 
Höegh Fleet Service (HFS) is the ship manager for Leif Höegh & Co Ro/Ro fleet.[1] HFS is divided into 
six departments and five of these are undertaking the different task that is needed to be performed 
during the operation of the vessels. The sixth department at HFS is the Newbuilding department. 
They are responsible for all new vessels projects at HFS, and are not involved in the operation of the 
fleet. [1-3] 
 
Höegh Fleet Service
 (HFS)
Fleet Personnel
 
Fleet 
Management
 
HA Services
 
Procurement
 
HSSEQ
 
Newbuilding
 
 HSSEQ: Health Safety,Security, Environmental and Quality
HA Services:Höegh Autoliners Service
 Figure 1: HFS Company Structure 2.1.1 Fleet Management 
At HFS, the Fleet Management is the main responsible for the technical management of the 
vessels. The Fleet Manager is head of the department, and he leads the team of 
Superintendents. Each Superintendent has an assigned group of vessel which they are 
responsible for. They will continuously supervise the vessels in terms of overall standard and 
the maintenance work. Control over spare parts, costs and consumable are also tasks 
undertaken by the Superintendents. Regularly, the Superintendents will need to do 
inspections onboard to verify the vessels technical condition and for support in the 
maintenance work.  
2.1.2 Procurement 
When equipment or other consumables are needed onboard a vessel, the crew will address a 
request to the purchase department. They will then do the work of finding a suitable supplier 
and arrange with the delivery of the requested items to the ship. The main purpose of the 
procurement department is to provide the vessels with all the necessary and right supplies 
for a safe operation. The purchaser works closely with the Superintendents to ensure that it 
is the right goods and equipments that is purchased and provided.  
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2.1.3 Fleet Personnel 
This is the crewing department at Höegh. Fleet personnel are responsible for the manning of 
the vessels and to ensure that all onboard crew have the necessary training required. HFS has 
offices both in the Philippines and China where they recruit most of their seamen. Today, 
most of the fleet is manned by Filipinos.  2.1.4 HA Services 
This is the maintenance and service department. HA Services work to increase the vessels 
performance by proposing different measures like propeller polishing, underwater scrubbing, 
fuel additives or other actions to make fuel and cost savings. They develop systems to 
monitor the vessels performance, and to provide reports of this to the fleet management.  2.1.5 HSSEQ 
The main responsibility for the HSSEQ department is to ensure safe operations of the HFS 
managed ships. This is according to relevant rules, regulations, and internal procedures. All 
accidents, like personnel injuries and environmental spills from the vessels are reported in to 
the HSSEQ department. Representatives from HSSEQ will regularly perform internal audits 
onboard the vessel to make certain that all procedures are followed in a satisfactory manner.  2.1.6 Newbuilding 
The Newbuilding department is responsible for all newbuilding projects at Leif Höegh. They 
are involved from the beginning of the contract phase to the delivery of the new vessel. 
During the building process, onsite teams from this department will be at the yard to ensure 
the progress and quality of the project, and that all technical agreements from the contract 
are followed. Newbuilding are not involved in the operation phase of the vessels.  
 
This was a short description of the different departments and their purpose at Höegh Fleet Service 
[1-5]. The further content in this thesis will be based on the company structure of HFS, their common 
practice and the internal work procedures.  2.2 Important Processes 
During the operation of a commercial fleet, the technical management will daily need to take 
decisions and execute actions for a successful management of their vessels. Many of these actions 
and decisions are parts of bigger processes. These processes are either executed frequently, or at 
given intervals. Some will be driven by an urgent need, and some will be planned for a long time in 
advance. Usually, there will be several parties involved at different stages in these processes, and 
information will be created, used and shared between them. The greater number of involved 
participants and the larger amount of information to be exchanged, the more challenging these 
processes will become. It is therefore important to clearly have defined these processes: What is the 
sequence in the process, which of the participants is involved in each sub-process, and what is the 
need of input and output information at each sub-process? This will further be looked into in this 
thesis. 
I have chosen to consider and describe two of the more common processes preformed by the Ship 
Management. The first one described, is the “process of purchasing of goods and equipment to the 
vessels”. This is a very common task which is preformed almost daily at HFS. It clearly shows the 
communication and flow of information between the vessel, the purchaser and the superintendent. 
The second process I have described is the “process of drydocking a vessel”. This is a much more 
demanding process since it involves several more participants and has a much longer time span when 
performed.  
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2.3 Software 
To assist and follow up in these processes, HFS uses a variety of software with different purposes. 
The most common ones are here listed with a short description of their areas of use. 
• AMOS: This is a software system designed to assist in the technical management of a vessels. 
It combines maintenance planning with spare parts control and the purchasing of equipment 
and other goods. It also saves the information generated in each process so that 
maintenance and component history can be review when needed. This can for example very 
useful when acquiring equipment which also previously has been bought. The former 
supplier, date purchased, price and terms are some of the data which is saved and can be 
compared. There is in AMOS also a complete list of goods, equipment and components 
onboard each vessel. This list is for example used to review the stock of spares and extras so 
that new items can be acquired in time. All planned and unplanned maintenance work is also 
registered in AMOS. The crew and the superintendent can at all time review the list of work 
orders registered and tick them off when the work is completed. The list of work orders is 
used to analyze and overview the vessels technical condition. Together with E-mail, AMOS is 
the most used tool for the daily work and communication at HFS.[4, 6-7] 
• Oracle BI: This is the business intelligence system at HFS. One of the purposes this is used 
for is to provide reports from the vessels performance. In Oracle you can look at 
performance trends for each vessel and then compare this to the rest of the fleet. Typical for 
this is fuel consumption, off-hire statistics, daily running cost and several other KPI-indexes. 
The input data in Oracle is received from different sources such as AMOS, accounting 
software and performance reported from the vessels.[8-9] 
• DNV Exchange: This is an online software system developed by DNV. Its purpose is to share 
and store the reports from all surveys preformed by the Class. Any deviation onboard the 
ship that is related to the class requirements, will be marked as a finding, and then reported 
back to HFS and the Superintendent. This information and history is both useful and 
necessary when preparing work for the vessels drydocking. The status of class certificates is 
also listed here.[10] 
• Lotus Notes: Notes is the digital archive and mailing system at Leif Höegh. Reports, mail, 
addresses etc is filed here. Together with telephone, this is the main communication tool 
between the vessels and HFS. [4, 11] 
• DockPlan: This is a software program which is developed to assist the drydocking process. It 
has many predefined standard docking actions, and it is used to make work orders for the 
drydock specification. This software is new at HFS, and it is currently being tested and 
compared against AMOS. This to find out which software is best suited for the docking 
operation as AMOS has been found insufficient in many areas.[2] 
 
In addition to the software systems mentioned above, there are also in-house systems that are used 
by the vessels to report in on sailing performance (E-log) or for distribution of internal publications 
(GIS) such as information letters or new instructions for procedures. [8, 12] 
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2.4 Procurement of equipment and goods to the vessel 
During operation, the vessel will almost daily develop need for extra equipment or consumer goods.  
After a request from the vessel, the purchase department at HFS will usually undertake this task. 
AMOS and e-mail is the main form of communication in this process.[7] 2.4.1 Requisition and Inquiry 
The first step in this process will be for the crew to send a requisition via AMOS to the procurement 
department at HFS. Here, a purchaser will pick up the request. First thing he will do is to check if this 
is an urgent request (A), and prioritize the requisition after this. He will also check if all the 
information required is presented. This will typical be a detailed description of the item like name of 
maker, type, purpose, etc. If it is an urgent request, the purchaser will send a mail back to the vessel 
to confirm the priority of the requisition. After this, the purchaser will convert the requisition to an 
inquiry (B). There can be many different suppliers of the same product, and the purchase is 
responsible to find the most suitable ones. He will then send the inquiry to these. Sometimes there 
can be frame agreements with suppliers, and these will be preferred and inquiry to others will not be 
needed. 
After the purchaser has received offers from the different possible suppliers with price and terms, he 
will mark the inquiry as “Parked” in AMOS and then wait for the Superintendents approval.(C)[5] 
Figure 2: Requisition and Inquiry 
                                                              Requisition and Inquiry
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 Input: 
• Part/Component description: Complete information of the items requested in the inquiry.  
• Supplier information: Information about the suppliers providing the item. 
 Output:  
• Inquiry status: Updated in AMOS. 
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2.4.2 Inquiry Approval  
The Superintendent will receive the inquiry and evaluate it. He must decide based on the vessels 
budget, his job description and an approval chart if he can approve the inquiry. If not, the inquiry is 
sent to the fleet manager for further evaluation. The “Approval Chart” is a decision table which tells 
how big expenses the superintendent can approve before the Fleet Manager has to be involved. If 
the expenses exceed the Fleet Manager’s approval limit, the inquiry will be sent even further up the 
system. When the inquiry eventually has been approved, it will be marked in AMOS as “APPROVE-
PARKED” and the procurement department can then place a purchase order to the supplier. [5] 
Figure 3: Inquiry Approval 
Inquiry Approval
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 Input:  
• Inquiries with Status “PARKED”: Sent from the procurement department. 
• Budget: Every ship has a separate budget, and the Superintendent will need to review and 
consider this before he can approve an inquiry. 
• Superintendent Job description: Within area of responsibility? 
• Approval Chart: A decision table where the expense-approval limits for the superintendents 
are found.  
 Output: 
• Inquiry status marked:”APPROVED PARKED”: Inquiry is ready to be sent to suppliers. 
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2.4.3 Further actions in the procurement process 
After an inquiry has been approved, the purchaser will together with the supplier arrange the 
location where the goods will be received.[7] The further actions needed in this process have I 
chosen not to look into in detail. This is due to similarities with the two processes previously 
described. The final action in the procurement process is for the vessel to receive the goods and to 
confirm that they are according to what was ordered. If this is correct, the crew will update the 
AMOS status to “FILED” and the whole process is finished.[5] 
The procurement of equipment and goods to the vessel is not one of the most advanced processes, 
but it is the most preformed in ship management.[7] The process describes very well the daily work 
and communication between the vessel, the Purchaser and the Superintendent. 2.5 The Drydocking Process: 
This is the second process I have looked into. The main reason for this is that docking is one of the 
most important processes within technical ship management. A ship will need to be docked every 
fifth year when the ship is less than 15 years, and every third after this (this is standard, but could 
differ from ship types). Docking is a very demanding process, and careful planning is need a long time 
in advance in order to make the docking process as streamlined and efficient as possible. The 
Superintendent is the main person in charge of this operation, and in cooperation with the vessel 
crew and fleet manager, he will plan the docking operation. To decide the work and the maintenance 
that should be preformed, input data from the vessel operation and class society will be evaluated. 
The maintenance and repair work that could not be done during regular sailing will also be planned 
as work for the drydocking. During the docking, the superintendent will be on the yard to assign and 
supervise the work. He is the owner representative at the yard, and will report back to the office on 
the work progress. When the docking is finished, the superintendent will provide a report of the 
docking operation and he will update AMOS with all the completed work. The entire docking process, 
from start to end could be divided into three sub processes: Planning, Execution, and Reporting. In 
addition, there will be a post evaluation of the docking, and if it is found necessary, new maintenance 
and docking strategies will be generated. [3, 5, 7, 10] 
Figure 4: Docking Process 
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 Figure 4 describes the overall docking process from the Technical Managers (HFS) point of view, from 
planning to post evaluation. Step 1, 2 and 3 are described more detailed in a separate table 
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2.5.1 Drydock Planning and Drydock Specification 
The planning and development of the Drydock Specification will involve internal and external 
participants. The provided process model only involves the internal participants at Höegh Fleet 
Service and the vessel with its onboard crew. [3, 5, 7] 
Figure 5: Drydocking Planning Procedure and Development of Drydocking Specification 
Drydocking Planning Procedure and Development of Drydocking Specification
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Figure 5 describes the continuous planning of drydocking and the development of the Drydock 
Specification. 2.5.2 Continuous preparation of drydocking jobs 
The planning and preparation of a drydocking will start immediately after the vessel has left the yard 
from the previous docking (or delivery). The post docking report from the previous docking forms the 
first documentation of new drydocking jobs. The vessel crew will as part of their normal maintenance 
reporting, add work orders into AMOS and submit it to the Superintendent. All identified work which 
cannot be done by the crew as part of the normal maintenance, will be registered as drydock work. 
The Superintendent will also be required to do ship-visits to investigate the drydock work draft, and 
to discuss this together with the vessel crew. Together they will decide the priority of the different 
jobs, and in which order these jobs should be preformed. The procurement department will also be 
informed on type of work that is to be done, so that they can plan the ordering of the required items 
with long delivery time. [2-3, 5, 7] Input: Post docking and Maintenance reports. Output: Drydock work.  
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2.5.3 Decision on drydocking scope 
The Superintendent will together with the Fleet Manager develop a docking schedule one year in 
advance for all relevant vessels. They will here determine the scope of the drydocking based on class 
situation, the vessels technical condition and the available budget. A report will be provided for each 
vessel in the fleet which will include: Latest possible docking date, latest docking report, 
recommended docking areas, preliminary docking budget and estimated total off-hire. 
This schedule will also be used by the commercial management so that they can plan in the docking 
in the vessels sailing schedule. [2-3, 5, 7] Input: Vessels technical Condition, budget, Condition of Class (CC) and Port State Control reports. Output: Drydock work and docking schedule.  2.6 Development of the Drydock Specification 
The development of the Drydock Specification should be done approximately one year before the 
yard slot must be reserved. It is the Superintendent responsibility for the final composition and 
structuring of the Specification. It must be so descriptive that any potential yard is able to give a good 
price estimate of the job. It shall contain all work identified since last the docking which includes: 
Condition of Class, findings reported during onboard inspections and additional requirement 
appointed by Port State or other external auditors. A list of external parties and persons that are 
expected to be involved at the yard for work or inspection should also be developed. [2-5] 
Figure 6: Development of drydocking Specification and the Origin of information 
Development of Drydocking Specification and the Origin of information
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Figure 6 describes the process of developing the Drydock Specification, the different inputs needed, 
and where they origins from. Output: The complete Drydock Specification with all necessary information ready for tendering. Input: The input is described further in detail. It is divided into three categories: Input from 
Newbuilding, input from Operation and input from Class and Authorities. 
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2.6.1 Input from Newbuilding 
This is information that origins from the Newbuilding phase. Typical for this will be drawings, 
manuals and vessel documentation received from the yard at delivery of the vessel.[4-5, 13-15]   
Vessel General Description 
When requesting a docking and repair quotation from a yard, it must always include a 
general information sheet about the regarding vessel. This must include: Type of ship, main 
particulars, light weight, normal docking displacement, stability information and a general 
arrangement drawing. This is for example used for cost calculation and when the yard is 
preparing the dock to receive the vessel. 
Original Drawings 
Drawings are used to describe the location of the requested repair, and they are particular 
important for renewal jobs such as steel repairs or other large modifications. They will be 
used for cost calculation as well as ordering and allocation of materials and possible 
prefabrication. 
• General Arrangement 
List of the required drawings: 
• Shell expansion 
• Mid-ship section 
• Capacity plan  
• Drydocking plan 
• Tank plan 
• Ballast piping plan  
 
 
• Propeller shaft sealing and 
rudder details  
• Longitudinal section and 
deck plan 
• Transverse section, 
bulkhead and web frames 
• Plan for bottom plugs 
• Offset tables 
• Other detailed drawings 
for specific job
 
Basic information of machinery and systems subject for repair 
Typical for a main engine this will include: Type, maker, main particulars and number of 
cylinders, output power, drawings etc. 
Equipment Lists and Instruction Manuals 
This information is used to specify and describe the work that is requested. The need of 
spares and equipment and how the work should be preformed, is found here. Typical for 
pipe-work, the yard will request information about working pressure, pipe-material, flange 
types, bolts, valves etc. This is used to prepare for the job and to estimate a price. 
Warranties and Claims 
New vessels will normally have a 1-year warranty period starting from the delivery date. On 
sub-components and other systems this could be even more, and it is therefore important to 
check guaranty details on components subject for replacement or repair. Preferably, this 
should have been done at the time when the component failed, so that the guaranty does 
not expire in the meantime. 
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2.6.2 Input from Operation 
This is information that is generated during the operation phase of the vessel. It will typical 
include performance data, technical condition and vessel history. The work orders for 
docking jobs are in general based on this. [4-5, 13-15]   
Post docking and Maintenance reports 
It is vital to review the docking and maintenance history when developing work orders for 
the docking. The history will tell you of what work that has previously been preformed, and 
what systems and components that regularly fail. From this you can plan specific inspections, 
repair or replacement. 
Experience from sister ships 
When possible, experiences from similar ships and systems should be reviewed to give an 
indication of which system or component that previously has needed maintenance. This can 
be useful to prevent any “surprises” when for example inspecting tanks and voids. Also, if 
similar drydock work has been performed on a sister ship, experiences from this could be 
useful to review. 
Vessels Technical Condition 
The Superintendent is as mentioned, the overall responsible for maintaining and survey the 
vessel condition. He does inspections of the maintenance onboard the vessel, and if there is 
maintenance work that cannot be done during sailing, it will be planned executed during the 
next docking. All future maintenance work is registered in AMOS as “work orders”. This is 
part of what that is used to describe the technical condition of the Vessel. In addition, Class 
and Port State inspection will be considered. 
Spare part stock and spare order 
When developing work orders for the docking operation, the stock of spare parts and spares 
on order must be review good time in advance. This is for the preparation of the different 
work that is requested.  Some parts have a long delivery time, and this must be taken into 
consideration. The Superintendent liaises with the procurement department on this 
planning. 
Vessel sailing and performance data 
The vessels regularly reports in performance data to the technical ship management. This 
data is useful to decide on work for the docking. Typical data from the vessels could be fuel 
consumption. If a vessel has a fuel consumption above the normal, this could tell that the 
engine could needs some extra attention or that the propel needs to be polished and the hull 
cleaned.  
Photos and Sketches/Drawings 
Drawings, sketches and photos are very useful and often necessary to explain the yard of the 
requested work. It will also be a good basis for cost calculations and work planning.   
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Input from Class and Authorities 
The decision of docking a vessel is often driven by requirements from the Class Society. A 
docking is often necessary for renewing the issued certificates. It is therefore most important 
to evaluate the certificate requirements when developing the work orders. The Class Society 
will also have regular onboard visits to inspect the vessels condition according to their 
requirements.  Any shortcomings or findings from these inspections will be reported and filed 
in the software program, DNV Exchange [10]. These reports must also be taken into 
consideration when creating the drydock specification. During execution of the docking, 
surveyors from the class society will be on site to survey the work, and verify that all their 
requirements are maintained. 2.7 Drydocking Execution: 
After the drydock specification is completed and a yard has been selected, the execution of the 
docking can begin. [2-5, 15] 
Figure 7: Drydocking execution 
Drydocking execution
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The process diagram (figure 7) describes the Drydocking execution process divided into five different 
sections. The sections describe the different stages in the docking execution process.  2.7.1 Preparation 
To make the docking efficient it is necessary to prepare both the vessel and the dock for the 
operation. The crew shall prepare all tools and equipment that is to be applied for the work.  
Necessary manuals and work instructions must be made easily available, and areas of work 
are to be cleaned and made accessible.  
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2.7.2 Vessel Arrives at Yard 
First action after the vessel has arrived at the yard it the drydocking opening meeting. This is 
the first meeting between the Vessels Officers, the Superintendent and the Yard. This is to 
discuss the overall plans for the whole docking period and to present all persons involved. 
The drydock specification will be review, and the sequence of the jobs will be decided. 2.7.3 Daily Activities 
There will be daily meetings onboard the vessel to plan and assign work for that day. Finished 
jobs will be inspected by the Superintendent and approved if satisfactory completed. The 
Class society will also be on the Yard to inspect all work related to Class requirements. 
The Superintendent will daily provide a report on the progress of the docking, and the work 
completed work. 2.7.4 Testing and Trials 
Every system and components that has been overhauled or repaired must be tested to verify 
that they are in a satisfactory condition according to their performance specification data 
and the requirements from the Class. If needed, sea trials will also be carried out. 2.7.5 Vessel leaves Yard 
When all work is finished and the vessel has left the Yard, the Superintendent will go through 
all the work carried out, and ensure proper settlement of all invoices from the yard and sub-
suppliers. 2.8 Drydock Reporting 
After the docking is completed, a detailed report is developed in order to assess both positive and 
negative experiences from the docking process. This information is important for the transfer 
experience from one docking to another. The development and filing of this report is the Ship 
Managers responsibility.[2-5, 15] 
Figure 8: Drydocking reporting procedure 
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2.8.1 Update AMOS of drydocking jobs 
After the docking, all completed job and used spare parts must be updated into AMOS. This is 
both done by the Superintendent and the vessel crew. 
2.8.2 Complete drydock report and filing 
When the drydocking has been completed, the final report shall be prepared. This report is 
based on a summary of all the daily docking reports, also, all relevant information from the 
yard and all the sub-contractors must be included. This report shall be filed in Lotus Notes. 
2.8.3 Evaluation of cancelled drydocking jobs 
The Superintendent shall prepare a full overview of all work orders that were listed in the 
drydock specification that were not carried out during docking. These orders shall be 
evaluated one by one in order to decide if or when they can be completed. Some work 
orders may be carried out in operation, while others may have to wait until next docking or 
be cancelled. The Superintendent is responsible to evaluate and decide the future of all 
outstanding work orders. 
2.8.4 Evaluation of the drydocking process 
In order to improve the drydocking process, every drydocking will have a post evaluation 
report. This report will include: An evaluation of the yard, the involved sub-contractors, the 
final invoice settlement versus the tendering offer, and any other potential areas of 
improvement. This report will be filed and made available so experiences can be transferred 
to future dockings.  
This marks the end of the Docking Process. 2.9 Origin of information 
In the two previous processes, the different needs for information input and the generated output 
was identified. The amount and quality of the information needed to execute these processes also 
confirm the importance of good information handling. Höegh Fleet Service has stated that they have 
good control in the handling of information during the operation of their fleet. It is however in the 
process implementing a new vessel into operation that they are looking for improvements. The 
challenge lies in the amount of information that is received from the yard at the delivery of the 
vessel, and how this is implemented into HFS’s systems. 
In the “Development of Drydock Specification process, the origin of the information used in each 
sub-process is categorized and divided into three main categories: Input from newbuilding, operation 
phase, and from Class and Authorities. The next step will be to look into how the input information 
from the newbuilding phase is received and implemented into the operation phase.  
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3. From Newbuilding to Operation 
In this part I will investigate the process of taking a new vessel from the newbuilding phase, and into 
the operation. The focus will be on the transfer of vessel information, and how this is received and 
implemented into operation. At HFS, the Newbuilding department is the manager for all new vessel 
projects. They are responsible for the entire newbuilding period; from the beginning of the contract 
negotiations, to the day when the ship is ready to leave the yard. After the final delivery contract is 
signed, the responsibility for the new vessel is transferred over to the assigned ship manager. There 
are here clear boarders between the responsibilities. The Newbuilding department will not be 
involved or have any accountability for the vessel after it is delivered.   [3-5, 16] 3.1 Transfer of information 
As identified in the previous processes, much of the information used during the operation of the 
vessel is originated from the newbuilding phase.  In the “development of the drydock specification 
process”, the specific input from the newbuilding phase is identified. I will look into the current 
practice of how this information is received and implemented into the operation phase. There is 
standard list of documentation that is handed over to the ship manager, and this will be looked into 
first. Also, some of the software used for support in the technical management requires detailed 
input data from the new vessel to be functional. This will also be looked into.  3.1.1 Current Practice 
After the new vessel has left the building yard, the site team from the newbuilding department will 
clear up at the yard and send all the final documentation back to the office and the assigned 
superintendent. This will then be implemented into the existing software and filing systems at the 
office. How the different documentation is handled depends on the future area of use, and how 
often it will be needed. Below is a list of the received documentation, and a general description of 
the use.[2-5, 16] 3.1.2 Vessel Documentation 
This is the regular documentation which is to be handed over to the technical management after the 
delivery of a new vessel. 
3.1.2.1 Drawings 
The final as-is drawings are sent to the office where they are filed in the archive. The 
common practise is to send the drawings in paper format, but today, drawings are also 
handed over in digital pdf-format (read-only). It is preferred by the superintendent that the 
drawings are in both formats. Since they are used very frequently, easy access is desired at all 
times[4]. There has not been developed a systematic system to store and file the digital 
drawings. The ship manager will handle these drawings after own needs. 
3.1.2.2 Instruction Manuals 
Together with the drawings, all vessel manuals are sent to the office where they are filed. For 
the newest vessels, the manuals will both be received on paper and in digital format.  Similar 
to the drawings, there is here no developed system for filing these digital instruction 
manuals. Again, the superintendent handles these manuals after his own needs. A problem 
that has been registered is that the digital manuals are scanned originals from the yard, and 
the quality of these varies.[17] 
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Certificates 
All original certificates are required to be kept onboard the vessel at all times. There will also 
be copies of every certificate filed at the office. The expiry date of each certificate will be put 
into AMOS as future work orders, to be sure that they are renewed in time. All certificates 
related to class (DNV) will also be available in DNV Exchange. The date of their renewal will 
be listed here.[10] 
Warranties 
New vessels will normally have a contractually defined 1-year warranty period for all systems 
and components onboard which starts at the date of delivery. This is a standard warranty 
agreement that is given by the yard. Some components may also have an extended warranty 
period beyond this. This is extra agreements that are negotiated between the sub-supplier of 
a system and the newbuilding department. There is currently no developed procedure for 
transferring these agreements from the newbuilding phase to operation. Some information 
has been forwarded to the superintendents, but this only to a minor extent.[4] 
Trial Data 
Before the new vessel is delivered, it will undergo several different trial tests. The main 
purpose of these tests is to verify that the new vessel is within the requirements defined in 
the building specification. These are comprehensive tests which include vessel performance, 
noise and vibration, electrical installations and other onboard systems. The results of the 
tests are used for different purposes during the operation. An example of this is HA services. 
They use performance results from the sea trial as a benchmark or reference when 
monitoring the vessels sailing performance. The superintendents may also occasionally look 
up trial data for to inspect the technical condition of the onboard systems, and also in the 
development of the drydock specification. [2, 8] 
 
This was the list of all the documentation that the technical ship manager usually receives from the 
newbuilding project. The next step will then be for the ship management to add the required data 
into the database and the software used in the technical operation. All received paper documents 
are filed in the archive at HFS and the digitals will be saved on local servers.  There is one software 
program and one database that will require input data from the new vessel. This is AMOS and the 
Vessel Database.  3.1.3 Software and database implementation 
Besides e-mail for communication, the most important software tool for assistance in the technical 
management is AMOS. In addition to AMOS, there is a vessel database which requires input 
information from each vessel.[4, 17] 
AMOS database 
As written earlier, AMOS is the maintenance and purchase software used by HFS. It is the 
most important and also used software during the technical operation. AMOS requires a lot 
of input data to be fully functional. Approximately two months before the new vessel is 
completed, documentation will be sent from the yard to a separate HFS-AMOS department 
in Manila. They will use this documentation to build up the needed database in AMOS with 
all the vessel equipment and system[17-18]. The information that is needed to build up the 
AMOS-database is: 
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• Equipment lists: This is a list of all the installed components and systems onboard 
the new vessel. In the database, the components will be linked up to the system they 
are a part of. Example: Fuel pumps are part of the fuel system; Pistons are part of the 
engine, etc. 
• Manufacturer’s manuals and drawings: Specification about the components: 
Maker, type, functions, reference to manuals and drawings, etc.  All sub-components 
are also implemented into the database with part description and name of vendor.  
• Survey lists: All the system and components that is related to any class requirements 
will be specially marked. The required maintenance or inspection interval from the 
class will be added into the database as a regular work order with a given time 
interval. When the class perform surveys, they will look into the history of these 
components to verify that they are tested and maintained within the given intervals  
required 
• Alarm list/Automation list:  This is a list over the different alarm systems onboard 
the vessel. Engine room alarms, sea-chest alarms, etc. This is also added into AMOS 
so that they can be function tested at given frequencies. This is requirement given 
from the class related to different certificates. An example of this is the “Engine 
Zero” (E0) (appendix B.1). This certificate allows an unmanned engine room in 
change for extensive alarm and automation system.  
• Sister ship database: If the new vessel already has a sister ships in the fleet, the data 
from this ship will be used as a basic for the new database. This is also usually the 
situation.  
One month before the ship is ready to be delivery, a represent from HFS will be sent onboard 
to count the stock of every part and the supplies onboard and add this into AMOS. This stock 
list will include everything from daily consumables as food and soap, to tools and spare 
parts.[17, 19] 
The final database for one vessel will typical consists of [18]: 
Figure 9: Number of entries in AMOS database 
 # of inputs 
Component Units 2000 
Stock items 10000 
Technical Descriptions 400 
 Job descriptions 400 
Vendor and other addresses 200 
Automated functions 700 
 
The build-up of this database is time consuming and complicated. After the vessel is delivered, there 
will always be necessary make changes and corrections to the database before the system is 100% 
correct and up to date. As a limit, HFS has required that the AMOS database is fully operational after 
6 months from delivery. This is also usually accomplished.[17] 
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Vessel Database 
All important parameters about the vessel are saved in a separate database which is accessible 
through the local intranet at Leif Höegh. This is basic information about each ship. The database 
consists of nine tables:  
• Ship particulars: Dimensions, Draft, DWT, Service Speed, etc. 
• Cargo: Cargo Capacity. 
• Cargo gear: Loading and unloading capacities. 
• Stores: Tank capacities, HFO type, etc. 
• Machinery: Types, Makers, Power, Consumption, Propeller and Rudder information.  
• Shore personnel: Fleet Manager, Ship Manager, Purchaser and Accountant. 
• Ship identification: IMO number, Class, Flag, Owner, Manager, P & I, etc.  
• Ship communication: Call sign, Phone number, MMSI, E-mail, etc. 
The assigned vessel superintendent is responsible for this data. Any change that needs to be made 
will be the superintendent’s responsibility. The information in this database is used daily by several 
departments at Leif Höegh. It is therefore important that it is correct and up to date at all times. The 
input for this is collected from drawings, manuals and certificates. The input in the three last tables is 
not data that origins from the newbuilding phase, but are decided by the management or authorities 
before the vessel is put into operation. This is also a source for the Oracle Business Intelligence 
system, which also extracts data from this software when developing the different Key performance 
indexes and performance reports.[3, 9] 3.2 Summary of current practice 
Most of the handling and implementation of this data is quite satisfactory, but in some areas, there is 
room for improvements. The two main areas for improvements are within the handling of warranties 
and the digital filing of drawings and manuals. The next step will be to further investigate and 
identify the weaknesses in the transfer and implementation of this documentation, and then come 
up with suggestions for how this can be improved. 
In addition to this, I want to look into the transfer of experience between operation and the 
newbuilding department. How is history and experiences from each vessel transferred between 
these two departments, and is there any additional information that could be useful for the 
operation which is not transferred?  
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4. Best results 
I will here state the best possible and feasible result after the process of transferring information 
from newbuilding to operation. This in the areas, where I previously have identified that there are 
the most potential room for improvement. The content in the statement: “Best result” is based on 
experiences and knowledge shared with me by several of the different HFS members. I have 
emphasized on best possible result for the final user, but without making too many changes in the 
already existing systems and procedures. [2, 4, 17, 20-22]  4.1 Warranties 
All the warranty agreements for each vessel must be field together at one given place. Here, 
they must be available for every participant involved in the technical management to be 
looked up and reviewed. The agreements must be composed and written in a manner so 
they clearly state the terms of the warranties and their expiry dates. The superintendent and 
the purchaser must be notified every time there is a potential warranty claim on any of the 
components or systems onboard the vessel. This is to avoid any extra expense by purchasing 
goods that could be claimed on a warranty agreement. After they have been aware of a 
possible warranty, they will have to look up in the specific agreement for further details. The 
notification system must be part of an already existing system at HFS and it must be easy to 
use and detect. 4.2 Manuals and Drawings 
In addition to be filed in the paper archive, all digital manuals and drawings should be easy 
accessible at all times regardless of the user location. Changes made to any drawing or 
manual shall be updated instantly, and made available for the users.  4.3 Vessel experience and history 
It has been uttered that experience and history of a vessel should be saved and made 
accessible in a manner so that regardless of person, history and past experiences can be 
looked up and reviewed. The build up of this data should start already from the newbuilding 
phase and continue thru out the entire lifetime of the vessel. Any addition information of 
incidents or happening onboard the vessel which could be of interest in the future, should be 
well documented and filed. This filing must be so well structured that any user easily can 
locate the information he/her are searching for. 
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5. New Practice 
In this part I will come up with new solutions for improvements in both how the information is 
transferred and how it is implemented into the operation phase. As a requirement, the new solutions 
must be feasible and easy to implement to the already used systems at HFS. The result of the new 
practises must be as close as possible to the already stated “best result”. 5.1 Warranties 
The handling of warranties is the area where I have found that there are most room for improvement 
in the transfer process of information from newbuilding to operation. After a brief investigation into 
the purchase history, I found several cases where purchases had been made to components that still 
where under a valid warranty[19, 23]. The goal is to make a system or procedure to avoiding this 
from happening in the future. As mentioned, there is a 1-year warranty period given by the yard, and 
this is well known to operation and it not very complicated since it includes the entire vessel. It is 
however the handling of the extended warranties that improvement can and must be made. 5.1.1 Extended Warranties 
In many cases, there can be an additional extended warranty period for some given 
component and onboard system. During the contract phase and the building of the vessel, 
different manufacturers will be chosen as suppliers for the different onboard systems. As a 
sales argument or for other reasons, suppliers may in addition offer extended warranty over 
the 1-year standard period. There is today no agreed procedure for how these extended 
warranty agreements should be transferred, handled and filed. In many cases, and as a result 
of this, only the persons who were involved in the negotiation of these agreements know of 
their existence. E-mails with some of the extended warranties agreements (appendix c) have 
been developed and distributed to the superintendents, but this has only had a limited 
effect.  
New procedures should be developed to make sure that every involved participant in the 
technical management is properly informed of any potential warranty claims during the 
operation. It is particular important that the superintendents are aware of this since he is the 
main responsible for the technical condition of the vessels. In addition, the purchaser should 
also have this information since he is the one that handles all the requisitions from the vessel 
and are the manager in the purchase process.  
When an onboard component fails, the standard procedure is that the vessels report this to 
the assigned superintendent. If the failed component is within the warranty period, this 
should be handled as a claim. The problem is here that if not either the superintendent or the 
purchaser has previous knowledge of this, they will purchase the parts requested instead of 
claiming it on the warranty. There is no system or procedure today to detect and avoid this 
[4, 7, 22, 24].  5.1.2 Transfer from Newbuilding to Operation 
The agreement of extended warranty is usually negotiated by representatives from the 
Newbuidling department and/or the Purchase department. At the delivery of the new vessel, 
they are the holders of this information. 
There is no developed and good procedure for how this information should be transferred 
from the newbuilding phase and into the operation phase of a vessel.   
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5.1.3 Possible solutions for improvements 
Here I will look into how a procedure can be made for transferring and implementing these 
warranties into operation. 
The first step in this process will be to develop a systematically solution for gathering all the 
extended guarantees at the same place, and also dedicate this responsibility for this to one 
department. The natural choice for this will be the newbuilding department since they are 
involved in the entire newbuilding process, from contract phase to delivery.  
There is no standard in the way these guarantees are agreed upon. In some cases, the 
guarantee terms can be offered in the tender from the supplier, and there will be no physical 
certificate issued. In other cases, this can again be the situation. The important thing will be 
to organize and file these agreements in a manner so that in the future they are both easy to 
locate and easy to interpret. 
Which department that should be the holder of this information, depends on who will be the 
responsible for the handling of claims after the vessel is put into operation. Here there will be 
two options:  Either the Superintendent or the Newbuilding Department. 
Today, the superintendent is the responsible for this, and the warranty information should 
be in his possession. This will imply that the newbuilding department must make this 
information available for the Superintendent. The second alternative will be to reassign the 
responsibility for newbuilding claims to the newbuilding department. They have been 
involved in the entire building process and have therefore good knowledge of the new vessel 
and all the warranty agreements. This could therefore be a good solution. The negative result 
of assigning the job of handling claims to this newbuilding is that the technical responsibility 
for the vessel will be shared between two different departments. This is not a desired 
solution since you want clear boarders between the responsibilities. [21] 
5.1.3.1 Warning system: 
A warning or notification system should be developed so that both the purchaser and the 
superintendent can be notified if there is a purchase order from the vessel, and on an item 
that is still under warranty. These orders are done through AMOS and the warning system 
could be implemented into this software.  
AMOS has already an input field option where the expiry date of a component can be filled 
in, but this has not been taken into use by HFS. The problem with this field is that it is only 
linked up against the component and not to the different parts[19], which the component is 
built up of. To illustrate this I have provided a simple drawing of how some of the 
information used in AMOS is linked together. I have used a centrifugal pump as example:  
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Figure 10: AMOS database connections 
                                          AMOS database connections
Work orders Warranty Component Component Parts
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When a system fails, the vessel crew will locate the problem and then first try to repair it.  If a part of 
the component is broken, the crew will send a requisition to HFS so they can acquire a new. Example: 
The component “Pump centrifugal” has started to leak, and the vessel crew have found that the part 
“Mechanical Seal” is broken. As written earlier, the vessel crew will then send a requisition for a new 
part to a purchaser and the superintendent. The problem now is that the inquiry is on a “stock level”, 
and none of them will be able to see directly if this part belongs to a component with a warranty (if 
this field had been in use). If neither of them is aware of a possible warranty, they will continue the 
purchase process to order a new part. This will then result in unnecessary maintenance costs.  
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5.1.3.2 Solution for Warning system:  
I have proposed two solutions to this problem.  
The first solution will be to apply an extra “Warranty End” field in AMOS. The new field must be 
implemented on “part” level and not only on component level as it is today. This way, both the 
purchaser and the superintendent will be able to see if the part still has valid warranty. This will solve 
the problem, but there are some drawbacks: Changes must be made to AMOS and it must probably 
be done by the producers of the software.[17] Another problem will be that the expiry date of each 
part must be added into these fields. The number of part onboard a vessel could easily reach 
10 000[18] and this will then be a mayor job to implement. 
Figure 11: AMOS Screenshot [19] 
 
 
The “Warranty End” field which is currently not in use. This field is only visible on “Component Level”  
 
The second solution will be to use the already existing “warranty end” fields in AMOS (see 
screenshot). Every component with a warranty period that exceeds one year should use this field and 
type inn the date of the expiry. This solution will need less input data then the first, but it could still 
reach approximately 2000 entries. By filling in the “Warranty End” field, a notification system can be 
made through the Oracle Business Intelligence program. The purchaser and the superintendent both 
have a personal “dashboard” in Oracle which they use and survey daily. This “dashboard” provides 
information from each vessel of the current budget, work orders, overdue work orders, purchase 
orders, etc. There are several possibilities for implementing a warning system into this dashboard. 
One of them could be to add a new column to the “purchase orders” table with the number of the 
purchase orders on parts belonging to a component which is within a warranty period.  
  
Warranty input 
Components 
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5.1.3.3 Oracle Dashboard: 
In figure 12, you see a screenshot of the dashboard used by the superintendents. “PO’s Query Parked 
awaiting approval” is the numbers of Purchase Orders (PO’s) which awaits for further approval by the 
superintendent(previously discussed)  One possibility could here be to add a column that would tell 
how many of these ”PO’s” that are related to a component with a valid warranty. 
 
Figure 12: Oracle “Dashboard” Screenshot[23] 
 
 
Oracle BI and AMOS is linked together through a common Data Warehouse. Information from AMOS 
is sent to this Data Warehouse and then Oracle BI extracts data from this to make the different 
dashboards and performance reports. A function can be developed in Oracle so that a notification is 
displayed on the dashboard every time there is a registered purchase order in AMOS on parts or 
components with a valid warranty. This system will not provide any specific details of the warranty 
agreement, but just give a signal to the superintendent and purchaser that Purchase Order “XXX” 
must be further reviewed for a possible warranty claim. I will not go into the detailed programming 
in Oracle for this system, but it has been confirmed to be most possible by the IT-department at HFS. 
[9] 
 
1 
Warranty 
Add column 
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Figure 13: Warning system flowchart 
 
 
The result of these two solutions will be that both the superintendent and the purchaser will be 
aware of that a vessel has requested a purchase on a part or component with a valid warranty 
agreement. In both of the solutions, the specific terms in each warranty agreement must be further 
investigated. One example of this could be that a specific part in a component could be a wearable 
with a limited or no warranty. This will then be specified in the agreement or in the instruction 
manuals. 5.1.4 Conclusion 
The second proposed solution will be the most sensible to introduce: It will not require any changes 
to AMOS, and the amount of needed input data in AMOS, will be kept to a minimum compared to 
the first solution, which off course is desired. It will also not be necessary to fill in the “Warranty End” 
date on components with only the standard 1-year warranty period. This is because there already are 
good and developed routines for handling these claims, and a warning system would not be 
necessary. 
With the second solution, both the purchaser and the superintendent will be notified of any possible 
warranty claims. This will work as a good redundancy for not overlook any potential claims. Still, the 
overall responsibility should only be with the superintendent. 
How many input entries you need will, would differ from each vessel. For the large series of sister 
ships from DSME (appendix A.1) this will only include about 100 components. There are however a 
new series of vessels under building in Vietnam. The two first are planned to be delivered next year 
and on these ships HFS have negotiated extended warranty on most of the onboard systems and 
component. This means that there will be up to 2000 components which will need extra entries in 
the “warranty end” field. This will be time consuming, but also states the importance of developing 
such a warning system before these vessels are delivered. The second solution will also be effective 
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on any retrofits onboard the vessels as it only will be required to fill in the “warranty end” field to 
activate the warning system. 5.1.5 Summary of implementation:  
1. Collect and file all warranty agreements for each vessel or sister ship series at the same 
place. Either in Lotus Notes or in Paper format. They content of each agreement must be 
easily understandable. 
 
2. Fill in the “Warranty End” field in AMOS on every component with an extended warranty 
agreement. If there are different dates/terms for the various parts in the component, the 
latest date must be used. In any, the specific agreement must be further investigated. 
 
3. Develop the “warning” system in Oracle for both the superintendent and the purchasers 
“dashboard”.  
 5.2 Drawings and Manuals: 
This is the second area where I have identified potential room for improvements, this with concern 
to filing and distribution of the digital drawings and manuals.  
As described earlier, after the vessel is completed, the final as-is drawings and manuals are sent from 
the yard to HFS main office. One complete set of drawings and manuals are filed here and also a 
complete copy onboard the vessel. The superintendent is the main user of these drawings, and he is 
responsible for the filing and keeping them updated.  
In addition to the paper editions, there will sometimes also be a digital version of the drawings and 
manuals available. There is currently no developed system for handling these drawings, and they are 
saved somewhat randomly on local servers, hard drives or on CD’s. It is very beneficial for the 
superintendent to have easy access to this information at any time and location, and it will also make 
it much easier to send and share information with other participants when this is digitally available. 
Another advantage is that you will save the original drawings from wear and tear by using the digital 
copies[4, 14] 5.2.1 Transfer from newbuilding to operation: 
The process of transferring these manuals and drawings from newbuilding to operation is 
satisfactory. In the past, some of the yards have been somewhat reluctant to share the final 
drawing digitally in an attempt to protect their design. But this does not seem to be a 
problem anymore.[2, 13] To also have these received in a digital format, should be a 
standard requirement from HFS. 5.2.2 Possible solutions for improvements: 
The possible improvements are not found in the actual transfer process, but in the filing and 
organizing of the digital manuals and drawings after they are received at HFS. I will now look 
into solutions for an organized filing and sharing system. 
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5.2.3 DNV Exchange: 
An online based solution could be a possibility where the users can log on independently of 
their location and access information.  A good example of this is DNV Exchange: This is as 
written earlier, the online software where DNV publishes reports from the class inspections 
and other details related to the class requirements and certificates. There is here also an 
additional input option where the ship owner can upload the vessel drawings. This could be a 
good solution to the problem as it would make the drawings easily available to everyone with 
an internet connection. The major drawback for this solution is that DNV Exchange is not a 
system controlled by Höegh, and it could be problematic to be dependent and give too much 
information away to a third party.[2, 10]  5.2.4 HFS Database: 
The first step will be to organize all the received digital information for a vessel at the same 
place, or on the same data server. Each vessel should have it own separate folder where the 
belonging manuals and drawings should be filed. The vessel folders should be available 
regardless of the user location, this will be solved either by the use of a VPN connection or by 
web-page log in. There should be a standard structure for this folder so that external readers 
easily can find the information they seek. This would be the superintendent responsibility to 
maintain. [4, 9, 24] 5.2.5 Conclusion: 
There is a current need at HFS to organize the filing of all digital documentation received 
from the yard. One suggestion that also previously have been proposed by HFS to apply is 
standard AMOS codes to each drawing. This has however proven to be a bit difficult and time 
consuming to implement. The different yards have different code systems, and they are not 
very willing to change or adapt these to the codes used by HFS. This suggestion would have 
given a very detailed filing system, but how detailed this would need to be can be discussed. 
From personal experience, I have found that if you already have located the folder with all 
the vessel drawings, it will not be too hard to find the specific one you are looking for. For 
some vessels the folders also have index documents to make the search easier. I my opinion, 
it would be to demanding to make a standard system with name and numbers for each 
drawing compared to the time this will consume. This can either way be done in the future if 
there should be need for this. At present moment, it would be sufficient to just locate all the 
digital drawings that currently are spread all over, and collect them into one common folder. 
This folder must be located on one of the local server, since these servers are available for 
HFS members regardless of location through a VPN connection. This should also apply for the 
digital manuals, which generally also are found at the same location as the drawings.  
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5.3 Vessel history and experience: 
As discussed previously, during the lifetime of a vessel, there will be several participants involved in 
the vessels technical management. It will be valuable if experiences and history of the ship and the 
onboard systems can be transferred between these participants. To have the possibility of reviewing 
the history of each vessel could be very beneficial in the management. Many failures can be traced 
back to previous happenings, and this information can then be useful as help in solving problems. 
The history can include specific incidents or events like accidents and breakdowns, or just previous 
experiences made of the ship and its systems. The build up of this history should start from the 
newbuilding period, and last throughout the entire lifecycle. It has been stated by the 
superintendents[4], that when they take over the responsibility for a ship, they experience too much 
to start up from scratch, and with no possibilities to easy look up on vessel history and previous 
experiences.   5.3.1 Current Practice: 
Today, the transfer of history and experience between newbuilding and operation is very 
limited. It has been uttered from the operation department that this has to be improved. 
They want this information to more easily be exchanged between them and the newbuilding 
department when a new vessel is delivered.[4, 20] There have also been requests from the 
superintendents to get more access to information during a newbuilding project and before 
the vessel is delivered. This to have some basic knowledge about the new vessel before it is 
put into operation.[4]  
During the operation phase of the vessel, several systems are used by the technical 
management to report in and file different events and reports from onboard inspections. I 
will look into those systems were also reports and other information from the newbuilding 
phase can be filed.  
• Lotus Notes: Inspection reports, mail correspondence with importance to the technical 
management and other relevant information regarding the vessel shall be filed in Lotus 
Notes. This software has proven to be a bit complex and tough to use. To search up previous 
mails or documents can sometimes be difficult. Lotus Notes is also used by the newbuilding 
department to file reports from the building process. These reports are not made available 
for operation after the vessel is delivered[2, 11].  
• Höegh Improvement System (HIS): Events or incidents onboard the vessels that are 
required to be reported to Höegh Fleet Service are done so thru HIS. This will include: 
Accidents, near accidents, port state control reports, inspection reports from flag states and 
other authorities, deviations onboard from instructed procedures, and suggestions for 
improvements to onboard procedures and vessel design.[12] 
• Other: The superintendent will also build up a library of pictures, drawings, or other 
documentation. This he saves either on a local hard drive, or on one of the HFS computer 
servers. Pictures are an example of information that can be useful in many situations, like 
when documenting the technical condition of a vessel, or describing previous maintenance 
work and failures. The type, amount and filing of this kind of “other” information is very 
personal based, and there is currently no general instructions for how this should be 
done.[4, 21, 24] 
 
To exchange history and experience from newbuilding to operation, and also internally 
within the technical management is difficult as the knowledge of a vessel often could get 
very “personal based”. When the responsibility for a vessel is transferred between different 
departments or persons, valuable information can and will be lost.[2, 4, 17, 20] One of the 
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reasons for this, is that the information is currently is very spread, and it is difficult to get the 
“whole picture”. 5.3.2 Possible solutions for improvements: 
There should be developed a solution to try to avoid that vessel information not only follows 
the involved persons, but also are transferred to future participants. The first problem is that 
information and the vessel history is spread out on different software and databases. 
Pictures, mail correspondence, inspection reports, accident reports etc, all of this should be 
gathered at the same place to make it easier than today to look up previous history. This 
should include everything in relevance to the technical operation of a vessel, except 
maintenance and purchase, which is handled in AMOS. Each vessel should have a separate 
folder on one of the common servers, and the structure of this folder should be standard for 
all vessels. I have developed a suggestion for how a vessel folder could look like. This folder 
should be established early in the building period, and relevant documents, pictures, 
contracts, etc, should be filed here. This solution will also include the digital vessel drawings 
and manual which I also have discussed previously.  
It will be important to be selective of information that is filed in these folders, as too much 
documentation easily could make the system difficult and complex to use. When adding data 
into the folder system, the user should consider the quality of the information and how 
useful this can, or will be in the future. Guidelines for defining this should be developed. 
Another factor that also must be considered is to keep the amount of stored data (in bytes) 
to a minimum. A typical example of this is pictures which have a tendency to take up a lot of 
storage space, and to be selective here is important. [9, 17, 24] 
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Figure 14: Suggestion for folder structure 
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5.4 Conclusion: 
Throughout the lifetime of a vessel, there are many participants involved in the vessels technical 
operation. It would therefore be very beneficial that experiences and history of the vessel and the 
onboard systems are transferred between these participants. This could include specific incidents like 
accidents or a mayor breakdowns, or just experiences of a system or component with previous 
running problems. This history can be both necessary and useful to solve and prevent any future 
failures. To avoid that this vessel experience is to “personal based”, a system must be developed so 
that any participant can review the history and previous experiences. Typical example of this could 
be if a vessels superintendent is changed, then valuable history and experience will be “lost” with 
him. A solution that prevents this information not only follow the involved persons, but are easily 
transferred to future participants as well is necessary. The system should also be a good solution for 
transferring and exchange of history and experience between newbuilding and operation. The folder 
system which I have proposed is a simple and easy way of transfer and save useful information and 
vessel history for the future. The structure and content can be changed to suit HFS’s need better if 
this is desired. The importance is to collect this type of information at the same place. 
 5.5 Summary of implementation:  
The first step will be to develop a standard folder structure for each vessel and make this available on 
a local server. The structure and layout of these folders must be decided in collaboration between 
the newbuilding and operation department, this to make sure it meets the requirements for both 
departments. 
For existing vessels, all information that currently is spread on servers, cd’s, local drivers etc. must be 
reorganized and filed into their new respective folder. The filed information must be considered to 
be of possible value in the future. The superintendent shall have this responsibility. 
For newbuildings, this system should be taken into use from the beginning of the building process. 
The monthly building reports and supplementary information that is considered to be valuable in the 
future must be filed. Also, equipment lists, owner supply lists, current vessel drawings etc. should be 
include. This will be the responsibility of the siteteam. 
The local server where these folders are filed must be available to access for every member at HFS. 
To protect the content in each folder some type of editing restrictions could be made. For example 
during the building period, only the site team will be able to do changes and add information to 
these folders. At delivery, this permission is transferred to the assigned superintendent. 
How this system will be managed and organized in the end will be up to HFS to decide. This was just 
one possible strategy, which I find logical and fairly easy to implement. 
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6. Conclusion: 
Good information handling within ship management is both necessary and challenging. Höegh Fleet 
Service has today a relative good control over the vessel information during operation. However in 
the process of implementing new vessels into operation, there is room for improvements.  
Figure 15 describes the current transfer process from newbuilding to operation, and the areas where 
I have identified possible improvements.   
 
Figure 15: Transfer from Newbuilding to Operation 
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There are three main areas in the transfer and handling of information where improvements to the 
system at HFS are much needed. The most critical one of these is the handling of warranty 
agreements: There is currently no procedure or routine for how these agreements shall be 
exchanged between newbuilding and operation, and neither how they shall be implemented and 
filed. The absent of such a system results in unnecessary maintenance costs, as broken components 
with a valid warranty are bought and replaced instead of being claimed on the warranty.[25]  
This must be avoided, and procedures must be developed so that these agreements are available and 
made known of to the participants involved in the technical operation. I have recommended a 
solution for this, where a notification or warning system is developed in Oracle. This to make both 
the superintendent and the purchaser aware of any purchase orders that could be a potential 
warranty claim. This would then minimize the possibility of unnecessary maintenance cost. For most 
of the vessels in the current fleet, the number of extended warranties is only limited, so this is not a 
major problem at the moment. However, when the new vessels from Vietnam are delivered 
(Appendix A.2), the need for improvements in the handling of these warranties will be most 
necessary, and a new system must be functional by that time. 
The second area is in the filing of digital manuals and drawings: There is also here, no procedure or 
routine for how these shall be handled and filed. As a result of this, they are currently spread all over 
servers, hard drives, cd’s etc. To have good control over these is not a necessarily, as paper versions 
still is the most used. But, it would be beneficial, and not too hard to implement. 
The third area where I found that there were possibilities for improvements was in the exchange of 
vessel history and experience. Today, this is much too “personal based” as previous incidents, 
inspection reports, vessel communication and similar can be hard to locate and review for future 
participants. The main reason for this is that the different types of vessel documentations, such as 
digital drawings and manuals currently are spread on several locations. My suggestion is to make a 
standard folder system for each vessel (figure 14), where drawings, manuals, pictures, trial data, 
inspection reports, newbuilding reports etc is saved at the same place. This would make the 
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exchange and control of vessel documentation much easier as everything is filed at the same place. 
Each vessel folder should follow the vessel from the beginning of the newbuilding phase, and 
throughout the rest of the lifetime. This solution will also then deal with the digital drawings and 
manuals, which was one of the areas where I identified improvement potential. 
 
 
7. Further work: 
During my investigation of the current information handling at HFS, I was surprised to see how 
spread out and unorganized some of the filing of digital information was. However, in several areas 
such as maintenance and purchase, and also in the filing of paper drawings and manuals, there was a 
well developed and functional system. My impression was that the handling of all the 
“standard“required documentation was satisfactory, but with the “additional”, there were much less 
control.   
 
My recommendation to Höegh Fleet Service in their further work of improving the information 
handling within the company is, to collect more of the vessel digital information at the same place, or 
in the same system. The goal should be for HFS to have online system, similar to DNV Exchange, 
where all relevant vessel information can be reviewed and extracted, this regardless of the user 
locations. How the content and design of this final system should be, must be decided by HFS, but 
the folder system which I proposed will be a very good basis for this solution.   
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9. APPENDIX: A: Yard used by HFS: A.1: DSME (Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering):  
This is a shipbuilding yard in South Korea which has delivered many vessels to Leif Höegh & Co. From 
the beginning of 2000 until recently, eleven Ro/Ro vessels in a sister ship series has been built here. 
The vessels are also designed by DSME. A.2: Vietnam, Vinashin 
Two new vessels are here currently under construction. However, financial problems at the yard 
have delayed the building process. HFS is on these ships much more involved in the building process 
then on the DSME vessels, they are also designed by a separate ship designer (Delta Marine). 
Compared to the DSME vessels, HFS has here had large influence in the selection of the onboard 
equipments. As a result of this, most of the onboard equipment will have an extended warranty 
agreement. 
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B: Referat fra samtaler med ansatte i HFS: 
Dette er korte referater fra samtaler jeg har hatt med ansatte i de forskjellige avdelingene i HFS. 
Referatene er på Norsk, da det blir lettere og gjenfortelle hva som ble sagt. Mye av innholdet i 
oppgaven er basert på disse referatene. Jeg tar forbehold mot at ting ikke er 100 % riktig sitert.  B.1: Samtaler med Kristian Veening: 
Stilling: Maintenance Superintendent. Mye av ansvaret for AMOS og støtte til AMOS kontoret i 
Manila. 
Dato:01-03-2010 
Hvordan blir de nye skipene implementert/lagt in i AMOS? 
Når Höegh Copenhagen og Höegh St. Petersburg ble implementert, så brukte man tidligere 
søsterskip fra DSME for å legge inn data i AMOS. Man kopierte da bare all data fra disse. Her ble 
det noe krøll fordi de tidligere skipene i serien hadde blitt forlenget, og mye referanser til spant, 
tanknummer osv ble feil. Dette måtte man da ordne opp i manuelt, men det har gått greit. 
Hva trenger man av informasjon fra verftet, og når får man det? 
Informasjon som er ønskelig å få fra Yard: Delelister, tegninger, det meste. E0(Engine Zero)* for 
klassekrav må også komme før sånn at databaser kan bli bygget opp tidligere. I dag er ikke ett skip 
oppe og går(Plan Maintenance) før senest 6mnd etter levering. På H.Copenhagen har det heller 
ikke levert noen E0 dessverre. Aner ikke hvorfor, men da må vi (rederiet) selv finne ut hva av 
komponenter og systemer/alarmer som klasseselskapet er interessert i å vite vedlikeholdet på. 
Hvordan er det med garantier? 
Garantier blir helst retter mot verftet på deler som er originalt installert.(Innen første året) Sakens 
gang når det er garanti er at rederiet henvender seg til verftet som da igjen tar dette videre til en 
eventuell underleverandør. 
Men hva gir egentlig garantier deg? Du blir bedt om å sende komponenten til leverandøren, men 
det kan ofte være mer bry en det som det er verdt. Tilfelle kan være at man må ligge i en bestemt 
havn i noen dager mens ting blir utbedret. Det kan by på mer kostnader en det er verdt. 
Hvordan synkroniseres skip og kontor? 
En gang i døgnet. Er veldig dyrt å sende data til skipene, så de har også en egen identisk database 
om bord. Vi sender da bare en link til denne databasen. 
*Engine Zero
Dato:22-04-2010 
: Klasse sertifikat hvor maskinrom ikke trenger å være bemannet til en hver tid. 
Krever mye sensorer og alarm systemer. 
Svar på spørsmål om ”Warranty End” feltet i AMOS, og hvorfor det ikke er i bruk: 
Har aldri vært i bruk, men kan brukes. Flere problemer: Mangler data til å fylle inn, også vil det 
ikke hjelpe til å fange opp garantier da innkjøperne ikke ser dette feltet siden det ligger på 
komponent nivå. Det er normalt deler (parts) som blir bestilt, og det blir da ikke fanget opp at de 
hører til en komponent med warranty. 
 
 
Kan ”Warranty End” feltet bli synlig også på ”part” nivå? 
Da må produsenten av programmet forandre dette. Men det vil gi mye ekstra arbeid til oss siden en 
dato da må bli lagt inn på alt, i tillegg er det ikke alle deler i en komponent som har garanti. Det er 
bedre å slå opp i manualer/avtaler for å se spesifikt hva garantien gjelder.  
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B.2: Samtale med Karl-Helge Røyter: 
Stilling: Del av ”Site-teamet” på DSME verftet i Korea.  
Tidligere flåtesjef for Bulk og Open Hatch i LHC.  
Dato: 18-03-2010 
 
Hvor tidlig involvert i ett nybygg? 
Ved levering, dette er avhenging av person til person. Hvorfor ikke Superintendenten blir involvert 
tidligere kan være mange. Tidspress er nok en faktor, de har masse å gjøre, men uansett, så er det 
mye søsterskip og mye er likt på skipene.  
Når går nybygg ut av prosjektet? 
Ved levering. Da ryddes det opp på ”siten”. Sender alle AS-IS tegninger og andre dokumenter 
tilbake til kontoret. Sertifikater, nasjonalitetsbevis, tonnasjesertifikater osv.  
Hva med og garantier? 
Fra verftet er det 1 års garanti, mye kan ha opp til 2 år, men dette kan være vanskelig og ”få med 
seg”. På nyere bygg blir det nå levert en dokumentasjon/partlist, med alle komponenter som har 
garanti utover 1 år. Hvis noe av dette ryker, så blir det en sak mellom leverandør og reder hvis 
garantitiden fra verftet har gått ut. Her er det igjen mye å gå på.. Dette burde nok vært 
implementert i AMOS.  
For garanti saker på nye skip er det en del rutiner som fungerer. Det er superintendenten som tar 
seg av dette.  
Erfaringsoverføring: Drift nybygg? 
Dette er relativt bra, har kanskje sklidd ut litt med tiden, men det fungerer greit. Det er en database 
hvor erfaringer blir lagret og delt med dem det gjelder. Dette gjelder spesielt underleverandør 
spesifikasjonen til nybygg og hva man har av erfaringer fra disse. 
Tegninger?  
Dette er fortsatt ett stort virr-varr.. Det kan bli ett krav i fremtiden at tegninger må holdes 
oppdatert fra klasse. Ingen tegninger i dwg format(AutoCAD), bare i pdf eller på papir. 
Ved anbud til verft? 
Tidligere så var prosessen mer: Rederi lager outline spec, og sender til verft for tilbud.  
Nå er det motsatt. Verft kommer opp med ferdige specs som rederiet bestemmer seg for, eventuelt 
forandrer. Dette kan selvfølgelig variere litt fra situasjon til situasjon. 
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B.3: Samtaler med Geir Dyngvold: 
Stilling: Superintendent for tre Ro/Ro skip, inkludert Höegh Copenhagen og Höegh St. Petersburg 
som nylig har blitt levert.   
Dato: Flere. 
Hvor tidlig blir superintendenten involvert i ett nybygg? 
Det varierer litt.  Med Höegh Copenhagen var det sent, ca en måned i forveien. Höegh St. Petersburg 
var litt tidligere. Fra min side er det ønskelig at dette kan skje litt før, da tenker jeg på hele 
driftsavdelingen som burde være mer involvert tidligere. Nybygg avdelingen burde også ha bedre 
oppfølging etter at skipet har blitt levert.  ”Claims”, som kanskje egentlig er en del av nybygg 
prosessen, blir det over til Superintendenten å ta seg av.  
Kunne vært ønskelig at drift var med helt fra spec-delen. 
Ja, til en viss grad. 
 
AMOS: Det er en egen standard pakke med komponenter? Mannskapet som fører inn hva som er 
om bord? 
Det er en egen AMOS avdeling i Manila. Ca. 1 mnd +- så kommer det en AMOS teller kar om bord og 
teller opp alt. Superintendenten har ikke så mye med dette å gjøre. 
 
Hvor tidlig blir mannskapet involvert i nybygget? 
Ca en måned før levering kommer de fem øverste offiserene (kaptein, chiefen, elektriker og to 
andre). Disse er med på sea-trials og andre tester. 
14 dager før levering junior offiserene, og 3-5 dager før levering kommer resten. 
 
Hvordan jobber du? 
Mail, mail, AMOS og Oracle. 
 
Hva med tegninger, format? 
Mye papir, men det finnes digitalt som pdf.  Mye går i kjelleren, men dette er søsterskip, så det 
trengs bare ett sett. Jeg har lagret alle tegningene til mine skip lokalt på min PC, også ligger det 
også noe ute på serveren. 
Er det ønskelig at tegninger blir tilgjengelig online digitalt for alle som trenger dem? Også 
oppdatert til en hver tid?? 
Det er ønskelig, men lar seg ikke så lett gjøre (it-avdelingen har en del begrensninger, også tar data 
plass, og det er kostbart å sende rundt) at tegningene blir laget i en database og gjort tilgjengelig 
for alle som trenger det til en hver tid, Kanskje integrere det i ett eksisterende system, eller lage ett 
nytt som kan være linket opp mot for eksempel AMOS?  
• Det burde vært ansatt noen til å skanne samtlige tegninger for og både gjøre de 
tilgjenglige, og bevare dem siden de blir slitne med åra. I fremtiden bør det være ønskelig at alle 
skiptegninger og andre dokumenter også blir levert digitalt som docx,pdf,dwg,dxf. Noen er i dag 
skannet, men de er bare lagret på lokale maskiner og servere, ikke noe organisert.  
 
Erfaringsoverføringer? Fra drift til Nybygg og motsatt? 
Er et system som heter HIS (Höegh Improvement System) hvor forslag til forbedringer blir sendt 
inn. Litt dårlig oppfølging fra nybygg på dette. Motsatt vei er det også dårlig. Operasjon vet lite om 
hva som foregår på nybygg. Dårlig kommunikasjon, ønskelig at dette er bedre. 
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Dato: 25-05-2010 
Hva av forbedringer kunne du ønske deg i prosessen: Nybygg til Operasjon? 
Problemet er at når nybygget kommer så vet superintendenten ingenting om det. Det er mange 
hendelser under operasjonen til ett skip som kan spores tilbake til nybygg tiden, og dette er nå ikke 
mulig. Ikke for å finne den ”skyldige”, men for og kanskje finne årsaken sånn at dette kan bli 
utbedret og i tillegg unngått i fremtiden.   
Ingen planer om å involvere meg i nybygg prosessen, men det kunne vært veldig nytting for meg og 
foreksempel få en månedlig rapport fra nybygget om progresjon, problemer osv. Jeg vet at det har 
vært skrevet slike rapporter før, men de blir vel bare sirkulert internt innenfor den avdelingen.  
Kunne også gjerne fått ”owners-supply” listen også, sånn at jeg kan gi tilbakemelding på dette, og 
velge mye av dette utstyret. Vi er som regel med og bestemmer dette, men når det er søsterskip så 
det blir mye kopier av tidligere lister osv 
. 
 
 B.4: Samtale med Ole Martin Sandvik 
Stilling: Purchaser 
Dato: 23-04-2010 
 
Innkjøpsprosessen, hva er gangen i dette? Hvem gjør hva? 
Skip-Amos-innkjøper, også må alt godkjenners av superintendenten, vi finner leverandøren og 
ordener med levering til skipene. Viser prosess diagrammene for innkjøp, og det er greit. Spør om 
utvidede garantier, dette er det superintendenten som har mest kontroll på. 
 
 B.5: Samtale med Jan Rune Mørken:  
Stilling: Head of Newbuilding 
Dato: 03-05-2010 
Hvor tidlig blir operasjon involvert i nye bygg? 
Ved levering, da trekker også nybygg avdelingen seg ut. Her er det samtaler gående om mulig 
forandring. 
Hva med Claims? 
Dette blir håndtert av operasjon. Vi er ikke involvert i dette. 
Hva blir sendt over av info, og når? 
Det som trengs til å bygge AMOS databasen blir send over, tegninger, manualer, alle garantier over 
ett år. 
Hvor havner Garantiene og hvordan får man ekstra garanti? 
Kristin(innkjøp) har en liste/detaljene over disse ekstra garantiene(?). 
De er forhandlet frem mellom underleverandører og nybygg, gjerne også da sammen med 
innkjøpsavdelingen. På de nye skipene i Vietnam, så er det utvidet garanti på nesten alt av utstyr, 
men på DSME-byggene (Korea) er det ikke på så mye. Yarden gir oss gjerne en liste med forskjellige 
valg av utstyr hvor vi kan velge.  
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Tegninger, hvor lett er det å få disse digitalt? 
Det varierer litt. I Korea er de veldig redde for å dele ut for mye fordi dette har en tendens til å 
havne i Kina. Men vi har i dag de fleste tegningene som pdf. På nybyggene i Vietnam har vi alt av 
tegninger digitalt siden vi har vært involvert i hele byggeprosessen. 
 
 
Er det noe du syntes kunne vært forbedret i overleveringsprosessen?  
Nei, egentlig ikke.  
Erfaringsoverføringer fra drift til nybygg, hvordan fungerer dette? Forslag til nye løsninger, utstyr 
som ofte feiler osv? 
Her er det en database hvor forslag til forbedringer blir sendt inn. Dette går vi igjennom. MEN, det 
er vanskelig å gjøre store forandringer siden det ofte er store søsterskip serier. ”Building-spec’en” 
er som regel satt på første skip, og det er vanskelig å forandre stort på denne. Det blir i hvert fall 
fort dyrt. Vi har tidligere hatt møter med representanter fra drift og skipene for å få inn forslag til 
forbedringer, men det blir mye personlige og forskjellige meninger, fort bare mye rot. 
 B.6: Samtale med Lars Pedersen: 
 
Stilling: Flåtesjef HFS 
Dato: 11-05-2010 
 
I dag er det et klart skiller mellom nybygg og drift når det kommer til ansvaret for et nytt 
skip. Er det ønskelig at dette flyter mer over i hverandre? 
Nei. Du vil ha klare skiller mellom ansvaret, ellers kan det fort oppstå mye rot. 
 
Er det ønskelig at nybygg tar alle garantisakene som kan oppstå på nye skip? 
Nei, det er vi som er ansvarlige for driften, og da er dette også vår oppgave. Vi vil ha all informasjon 
fra nybygg, ingen innblanding.  
Omorganisering? Nybygg blir en del av “fleet management”? 
Nei, nybygg må være en egen avdeling. Det er best sånn som det er nå. 
Syntes du systemet fungerer sånn som det er nå? 
Vi trenger mer data, hele livssyklusen til skipene, Trial data, samle alt på ett sted sånn at vi kan 
følge skipet gjennom hele livssyklusen.. 
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B.6: Samtale med Kristin Haugen: 
 
Stilling: Innkjøpssjef. 
Dato: 12-05-2010 
Hvor mye er dere involvert i nybyggprosessen? Valg av utstyr osv. 
Vi er litt involvert, men det er mest nybygg avdelingen som tar seg av dette. 
Ekstra garantier, hvordan får dere dette, og hvor havner disse avtalene. 
Dette er noe vi kan forhandle oss frem til, det varierer litt, noen ganger mot ekstra betaling.  
Disse garantiene kan for eksempel bare være på mail, eller i kontraktene, det er ikke noen standard 
for dette. Vi har ikke noe spesielt sted hvor disse blir lagret. Nybygg sitter som regel på dette(?) 
Det skal også settes i gang ett prosjekt nå som heter ”Supplier Relation Management”. Her vil 
håndtering av garantier og lignende også inngå.  
 
Er det noe du syntes kunne vært forbedret i overleveringsprosessen? 
Vi får litt lite informasjon generelt, fks. Garantier.  
 
 B.6: Samtale med Jan-Thore Foss: 
Stilling:  Site Manager, Nybygg i Vietnam 
Dato: 09-06-2010 
 
Hva produserer dere av informasjon gjennom nybygg perioden? Da tenker jeg på rapporter og 
bilder fra bygging etc, hvordan lagrer dere dette? 
Alle rapporter fra byggingen  blir filet i Lotus Notes, men dette er bare noe nybygg har adgang til, 
og vil derfor ikke være tilgjengelig for operasjon. Vi har en egen database på ”siten” i Vietnam hvor 
vi filer alle sånne ting, bilder rapporter annen info osv. Det er meningen at dette skal bli tilgjengelig 
for drift når nybygget blir levert. Dette har ikke vært gjort før. Kan fort bli litt mye, og det er 
kanskje begrenset hva drift trenger. 
I Vietnam har vi også et program som heter  ”Delta-Ship”- her kan vi følge hele byggeprosessen til 
skipet, progresjon, forandringer osv. DNV har programmet Nauticus som også gjør samme jobb, 
men som også er laget for å følge skipet gjennom hele livsløpet. Delta-Ship blir vanskelig å 
integrere med drift på grunn av koder osv. 
Bilder: Vi tar en del bilder, kanskje litt for mange, disse må sorteres og mye må slettes fordi det rett 
og slett blir for mange.  
Kort oppsumert:  
På DSME (Korea) byggene har rapporter/bilder osv fra byggingen ikke vært tilgjengelig. 
På de nye byggene i Vietnam, hvor HFS er mye mer involvert i byggeprosessen, så vil dette bli gjort 
tilgjengelig. 
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C: Miscellaneous C.1: Extended warranties 
Developed by Per Rolid[26] and distributed on mail some years ago. 
EXTENDED GUARANTEE FOR DSME BUILDINGS 
1. Paint: 
Water Ballast tank Guarantee issue: I fully discussed with our Would wide commercial team and got 
final confirmation from them that International Paint Korea can accept regarding the other defects 
such as blistering.  
2. Deck Machinery: 
All faults occurred within 36 months from the ship delivery due to Manufacturer’s defective design, 
workmanship and material, etc. to be repaired and/or replaced by the Manufacturer without any 
cost to the Owner.  If components are failing during the guarantee period, the new components are 
to be given guarantee conditions in accordance with this agreement.  
At the end of the guarantee period, the Manufacturer shall provide, free of charge, service 
engineer(s) to complete a full review of the delivered equipment onboard.  
The terms applied to extended guarantee are according with ORGALIME S 2000 item Liability for 
Defects. The guarantee is valid when service and maintenance has been carried out as stipulated in 
service and maintenance manuals. The guarantee will cover the cost of changing the parts when 
special knowledge is required for that job. The extended guarantee will exclude travelling costs 
unless this is within Rolls-Royce service stations territory. 
3. Pumps – Gear & Screw: 
Extended guarantee from 12 to 24 months for IMO pumps. 
4. ME – Turbocharger: 
First service/inspection free of charge including labour and parts. Recommended service interval 
between 14000 – 18000 hrs. To be arranged through ABB Oslo. 
5. AE: 
1. Extended guarantee period in general as already offered by STX, 2 yearsin total. With 
MBD-H back-up. 
2. A pro-rata STX guarantee for 20,000 running hours for the major components like as 
cylinder head, liner, piston, con-rod, crank shaft.cGeneral guarantee conditions to apply. 
3. Recommended wearing parts given free of charge by STX for the first major overhaul when 
16,000 hrs is reached. The extent of spares shall be based on the guidance of project guide book. 
4. Service engineer (supervisor) for the first major overhaul 16.000 hours to be provided free 
of charge ( excluding travelling and lodging expenses),one visit per ship. In case of first overhaul 
to be done in North Europe MBD-H to dispatch a supervisor. In case of first overhaul to be done  
in the Far East STX to dispatch supervisor. 
5. The serviceability of the engines with a centre distance of 2,850mm is guaranteed by the 
lisensor ,MBD-H. 
6. Stern Tube: 
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We Kobelco Marine Engineering accept the extended guarantee for your projects under the 
conditions that are mentioned below, provide that the Air Seal is installed and used in compliance 
with Kobelco’s standard. 
1) The period of guarantee shall be extended to a period of 36 month from   delivery of the 
vessel or first dry-dock which ever comes first.       
2) All defects in design, material and workmanship shall be covered by the guarantee. 
3) If the defect can be repaired, Kobelco shall dispatch a service engineer by its own cost to 
repair it. 
4) If the defect can not be repaired, Kobelco shall send replacement parts for faulty material 
to the site where it is replaced free of charge. However, the transportation cost shall be born by 
Owner. 
5) Kobelco shall not guarantee any normal wear and tear. 
6) Any consequential cost and damage incurred by defects of the seal and/or needed to 
repair the defects of the seal shall not be born by Kobelco 
7) The damage and cost generated by improper installation and use of the seal and its 
components shall not be covered by this guarantee. 
7. Sewage treatment: 
All faults occurred within 36 months from the ship delivery due to Manufacturer’s defective design, 
workmanship and material, etc. to be repaired and/or replaced by the Manufacturer without any 
cost to the Owner.  If components are failing during the guarantee period, the new components are 
to be given guarantee conditions in accordance with this agreement.  
 
 
 
 
 
